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GRAMMAR REVISION TEST 8 

1- The hungry children ....... impatiently while dinner ....... . 

A) have been waiting/cooks 
B) waited/was being cooked 
C) are waiting/has been cooked 
D) were waiting/had been cooked  
E) would have waited/cooked 

2- The organisers ....... every presentation to make sure that the important visitors ....... no 
problems during their stay. 

A) have taken/will experience  
B) were taking/are experiencing 
C) take/have experienced 
D) are taking/had experienced 
E) had taken/have been experiencing 

3- An optimistic government report....... that the economy ....... by the end of the year. 

A) states/will have recovered  
B) is stating/recovered  
C) will state/was recovering 
D) has stated/recovers 
E) was stating/has recovered 

4- The value of British Telecom shares ....... at the moment on account of a rumour that they 
may merge with AT & T or Southern Bell, which ....... recently. 

A) had risen/had circulated 
B) rises/was circulating 
C) is going to rise/circulates 
D) is rising/has been circulating  
E) rose/circulated 

5- I ....... with my sister for a week while my house ....... . 

A) am staying/was painting 
B) have been staying/has painted 
C) have stayed/was being painted 
D) stay/has been painted 
E) ara going to stay/is being painted 

6- Don't worry. I ....... all the work by the time you ....... back from lunch. 

A) finished/would be getting 
B) am finishing/have got 
C) will have finished/get 
D) had finished/arc getting  
E) will be finishing/got 

7- The office ....... all next week because we ....... a new computer system. 

A) is closing/install 
B) has been closed/will be installed 
C) will be closed/will be installing 
D) closes/are installed 
E) is being closed/have installed 
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8- Although a committee ....... to study the problem, few people believe that it ....... anything. 

A) was appointing/has been accomplished 
B) has been appointed/will accomplish 
C) is being appointed/was accomplished 
D) appoints/was accomplishing 
E) will have appointed /accomplished  

9- Until Yugoslavia ....... to break up, Serbs, Croats and Muslims …….. as neighbours for 
centuries. 

A) was beginning/have lived 
B) begins/could have lived  
C) had begun/will have lived 
D) has begun/were living  
E) began/had been living 

10- We live in a world in which no one ....... what ....... next. 

A) is known/happens 
B) knows/will happen 
C) knew/will have happened                       
D) had known/has been happening 
E) has known/had happened 

11- His book ....... steadily since it....... six months ago. 

A) is selling/published. 
B) sold/has been published 
C) sells/was being published 
D) has been selling/was published  
E) was selling/has published 

12- I ....... to buy a car so that I....... ride the bus to work any more. 

A) am deciding/didn't have to 
B) will decide/haven't had to 
C) have decided/won't have to 
D) decide/don't have to  
E) decided/hadn't had to 

13- Upon leaving his country for the first time, he ....... how much he ....... on his mother all his 
life. 

A) realises/would have depended 
B) had realised/has depended 
C) was realised/was depending 
D) has been realised/is depending  
E) realised/had been depending 

14- He ....... two years ago, and ......... on a very small pension ever since. 

A) was retiring/lives 
B) retires/will be living 
C) has been retired/lived 
D) had retired/is living  
E) retired/has been living 
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15- The government....... repeatedly so far that they ....... no compromise with the opposition. 

A) has stated/will make 
B) states/were making 
C) had stated/are making 
D) is stating/make 
E) was stating/have made 

16- .......... had the new boss taken over the factory ....... he fired half of the old employees. 

A) Such/that B) No sooner/than 
C) Not only/but also           D) Whether/or 

E) Neither/when 

17- Sally is looking for a job that has ....... convenient working hours ....... long vacations. 

A) either/but B) the more/than 
C) whether/or                      D) both/and 

E) such/that 

18- If you are going to Greece, yon had better take a good phrase book with you ....... you cannot 
find anyone who speaks English. 

A) as far as  B) however  
C) even if  D) in case 

E) although 

19- The town of Mardin receives few tourists ……..  being one of the most picturesque spots in 
Turkey. 

A) besides  B) as 
C) despite    D) yet 

E) thus 

20- ....... the high price of labour in Japan, most "Japanese" goods are now produced in other 
countries where labour is cheaper. 

A) Owing to  B) in spite of  
C) Moreover  D) However 

E) Although 

21- She declared loudly that she would not marry him ...... he was the last man on the Earth. 

A) due to  B) since  
C) no matter  D) even if 

E) moreover 

22- ....... the government decided to tackle inflation, it was already running at nearly 100% 
annually. 

A) No matter  B) By the time  
C) Besides  D) However 

E) Unless 
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23- I had better stay home and study this weekend; .........., there is a good chance that I will fail 
my exams. 

A) otherwise  B) in case  
C) as though  D) whereas 

E) therefore 

24- ........ serious negotiations take place soon, the situation in Kashmir could lead to a war 
between India and Pakistan. 

A) As though  B) In order that  
C) Unless                            D) Until  

E) Owing to 

25- ....... you are here, I'd like to take the opportunity to discuss some important issues with you. 

A) Until  B) Unless 
C) While  D) By the time 

E) Due to 

26- He is undoubtedly the best man for the job since he is so well-educated; ........ he has years of 
experience. 

A) on the contrary  B) furthermore  
C) therefore  D) however 

E) otherwise 

27- Many Americans try to take plenty of exercise and eat healthily; the mA)ority are 
overweight and get too little exercise. 

A) therefore  B) for fear that  
C) furthermore                     D) otherwise 

E) on the other hand 

28- ......... my team made a good start, they have now lost six matches in a row and have fallen to 
5th place. 

A) Instead of  B) Since 
C) Although  D) No sooner 

E) Despite 

29- London is now one of the most expensive cities in the world; .........., public transport is less 
efficient there than that in other European capitals.  

A) besides  B) so that  
C) thus  D) therefore  

E) whether 

30- ......... the recent downturn in the economy and the loss of many jobs, there has been an 
increase in petty crime. 

A) So as to  B) in order that  
C) In case                              D) On account of  

E) Even after 
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31- Although I ....... school was a waste of time when I was a teenager, I now realise that I ....... 
anything in life without the academic background my school gave me. 

A) think/might not have achieved 
B) was thinking/may not achieve 
C) had thought/ought not to achieve 
D) have thought/didn't achieve  
E) thought/couldn't have achieved 

32- Since so many countries now possess nuclear weapons, people ........  compromise if we are to 
avoid nuclear destruction. 

A) would learn  B) used to learn  
C) had to learn                     D) must have learnt  

E) have to learn 

33- I know I ....... you that the party had been cancelled, but it completely slipped my mind. 

A) have told  B) used to tell  
C) must have told              D) should have told  

E) have to tell 

34- Richard claims that he ....... Japanese well, but now he has completely forgotten it. 

A) used to read  B) should have read  
C) has been reading          D) would rather read  

E) could be reading 

35- It looks as if it is going to rain; we ....... inside if we don't want to catch a cold. 

A) must have gone  B) had better go  
C) used to go                      D) should have gone  

E) would go 

36- There was no answer when I tried to phone them, so I thought they ....... out. 

A) must have gone  B) could go         
C) would rather go             D) had better go  

E) should have gone 

37- I realise that I......... harder in school now that I can't find a better job than working as a 
shop-assistant.  

A) ought to have worked  
B) must have worked 
C) could work 
D) was able to work  
E) would rather work 

38- With three single eyes on top of their heads and two huge, helmet-like compound eyes, bees 
....... colour, pattern and movement. 

A) must be seen  B) had better see  
C) are seen  D) might have seen 

E) can see 
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39- We ....... in buying a new house, though we are not sure yet. 

A) should interest  B) have interested  
C) must be interested        D) might be interested  

E) used to be interested 

40- When we were children, we all hoped we ....... rich and famous when we grew up. 

A) have been  B) would be  
C) ought to be  D) used to be 

E) may be 

41- ...... if I leave the washing up until tomorrow as I'm really tired tonight? 

A) Would you like  B) Are you supposed to  
C) Do you mind                  D) Why don't you  

E) Would you rather 

42- If there ....... more employment opportunities in the east of Turkey, fewer people ....... to 
Istanbul. 

A) were/would come 
B) will be/come 
C) had been/have come 
D) are/were corning 
E) would have been/had come 

43- My relatives said that they ......, to Greece for their holiday if they ........ how nice Turkey 
was. 

A)  wouldn't have gone/had known 
B) won't be going/know 
C) won't have gone/have known 
D) didn't go/would have known  
E) weren't going/knew 

44- If we ....... to catch the beginning of the play, we ....... soon. 

A) had hoped/must have left 
B) are hoping/had better leave 
C) have hoped/would have left 
D) were hoping/will be leaving     
E) hoped/will leave 

45- ....... he not lived abroad for so long, he ...... so much trouble now relating to his family. 

A) If/didn't have 
B) Had/wouldn't have 
C) Unless/mustn't have 
D) Has/doesn't have  
E) Were/isn't having 

46- My father is fed up with working and wishes he ....... . 

A) will retire  B) would retire  
C) may retire D) should retire 

E) could retire 
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47- I wish you ....... late for meetings all the time since everyone gets fed up with waiting for you. 

A) might not be  B) aren't  
C) wouldn't be                   D) haven't been  

E) cannot be 

48- After her dramatic failure as a model, Janey now wishes she ....... different career. 

A) will choose  B) was choosing  
C) has chosen                    D) had chosen  

E) would choose 

49- I wish I....... to Chicago for a conference tomorrow, as it's my son's birthday and I won't be 
with him. 

A) must not fly  B) shouldn't fly  
C) don't have to fly            D) won't be flying  

E) didn't have to fly 

50- It was not until she was diagnosed with lung cancer that she wished she ....... up smoking 
when she was young. 

A) wasn't taking  B) hasn't been taking  
C) wouldn't take                D) hadn't taken 

E) ought not to take                                 

51- I have an exam on Monday, and that is the reason ....... I can't come along for the picnic on 
Sunday. 

A) when  B) why  
C) what D) whom 

E) where 

52- My uncle, ........ is one of the country's most successful businessmen, was only fourteen years 
old when he quit school. 

A) where  B) whom  
C) who D) why 

E) which 

53- John F. Kennedy, ....... was assassinated in 1963, was the first Catholic to be elected 
President of the United States. 

A) that  B) who  
C) when D) which 

E) whom 

54- The men ....... were seen leaving the bank at the time of the robbery were wearing masks and 
sunglasses. 

A) whose  B) whom  
C) those D) that 

E) when 
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55- My flight, ....... should have left Paris at 8 p.m., has been delayed for six hours because of 
mechanical problems. 

A) what  B) when  
C) that D) which 

E) where 

56- After experiencing hard times, he decided to move his family to Alaska, ....... the wages were 
said to be higher. 

A) that  B) whose  
C) where D)what 

E) which 

57- The Gaza Strip, a piece of land ...... has been fought over more than practically any other 
single place in history, now has a Palestinian administration. 

A) where  B) what  
C) why D) whose 

E) which 

58- Malaysia, ....... economy suffered during the 1990s, is now making rapid recovery. 

A) which  B) whose  
C) where D) that 

E) when 

59- In the 1940s, the British explorer Wilfred Theisiger crossed the Empty Quarter with a group 
of nomadic tribesmen, ....... he considered to be the finest people in the world. 

A) whom  B) that  
C) where D) when 

E) which 

60- Rene Descartes, ........ invention of coordinate geometry prepared the way for advances ill 
mathematics, offered one of the first modern theories to account for the origin of the solar 
system of the Earth. 

A) whose  B) which  
C) where D) when 

E) whom 

61- Now that I have some free time, I'm very interested in ....... how ....... musical instrument. 

A) to learn/playing 
B) having learnt/being played 
C) learn /to be playing 
D) to be learnt/having played  
E) learning/to play 

62- Some people always try ....... up a little of the language of any country they are visiting 
because they enjoy ....... to local people. 

A) picking/to be talking  
B) to pick/to talk 
C) having picked/being talked  
D) to pick/talking 
E) to be picking/talk                           
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63- The Bushmen of the Kalahari are one of the few Stone age peoples still ........ on the Earth. 

A) to have existed  B) having existed  
C) existed D) have existed  

E) existing 
 

64- Most drivers are usually very nervous as they drive in Istanbul because they feel that every 
day they are likely ....... in a traffic accident. 

A) to involve  B) having been involved  
C) to be involved                D) to have involved  

E) being involved 

65- The study of tracing one's family histories is called genealogy, from Greek words ........ 
"family" and "study". 

A) meaning  B) to mean  
C) meant D) to be meant 

E) mean 

66- After ....... his driving test, he was advised ..... some more driving lessons from a professional 
instructor. 

A) to fail/having taken 
B) being failed/to have taken 
C) to have failed/to be taking 
D) failing/to take 
E) having failed/taking 

67- I was lucky enough ....... the Beatles live while ....... in England in 1965. 

A) see/having lived  B) to see/living  
C) seeing/to be living         D) having seen/lived  

E) seen/having been living 

68- Doctors ....... for a cure to AIDS are thought ....... a mA)or breakthrough. 

A) to search/having made 
B) having searched/making 
C) searching/to have made 
D) searched/to make 
E) to be searched/to be made 

69- It is impossible ....... what life must have been like In the Middle Ages without ....... anything 
similar. 

A) imagining/to experience  
B) having imagined/experiencing 
C) to have imagined/experience 
D) to imagine/having experienced  
E) imagine/experienced 

70- Later he regretted ....... his first wife since his second one proved so difficult ....... with. 

A) to have left/living  B) to be leaving/live  
C) to leave/having lived     D) having left/lived 

E) leaving/to live     
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71- I forgot ....... you if you would mind ....... me a favour. 

A) to ask/doing  B) asking/having done  
C) to have asked/do    D) having asked/to do  

E) to be asking/do 

72- ....... the advantages and disadvantages of the offer, I have decided at my present 
employment. 

A) To have considered/stay 
B) To consider /having stayed 
C) Considered/to be staying      
D) Considering/staying 
E) Having considered/to stay 

73- A colleague of mine never stops ......... and always finds something ......... even during break 
time. 

A) to work/doing  B) working/to do  
C) to be working/do            D) having worked/done  

E) being worked/to be doing 

74- Wine is believed ....... in ancient Mesopotamia as long as ten thousand years ago. 

A) to be drinking 
B) having drunk 
C) to have been drunk 
D) having been drinking  
E) being drunk 

75- We stopped ....... petrol since the tank was low and that was the last petrol station ....... for a 
long way. 

A) buying/having been found 
B) to be buying/to find  
C) having bought/to have found 
D) to have bought/found  
E) to buy/to be found 

76- We ate ....... seafood when we visited Maryland .......... we don't even want to see any again 
for a long time.     

A) the most/that  B) very much/for  
C) much less/than             D) so much/that  

E) more/than 

77- There was a ....... queue for the film ....... we had expected, so in the end, we gave up. 

A) much longer/than         B) the longest/as  
C) too long/for  D) such a long/that 

E) long enough/that  

78- On ....... day ....... the winter, all of our pipes froze. 

A) too cold/than  B) the coldest/of  
C) so cold/as                       D) a colder/than  

E) such a cold/that 
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79- Working with war orphans in Africa was ......... fulfilling experience that she has decided to 
get more training and then continue working in the same field. 

A) too  B) so 
C) such a  D) a more 

E) the most 

80- In spite of the efforts of environmentalists, the Golden Horn is just........ it has ever been. 

A) as smelly as  B) smellier than  
C) too smelly for                  D) so smelly that  

E) such a smelly 

81- Most people seem to enjoy spicy Indian food, but it is ..... hot ....... some people to eat 

A) as/as B) so/that  
C) such/that D) too/for  

E) more/than 
 

82- For such delicate negotiations, we need someone who is ..... all sides can put their faith in 
him. 

A) too trustworthy 
B) more trustworthy than  
C) as trustworthy as  
D) the most trustworthy  
E) so trustworthy that 

83- It was obvious that there was no way we could drive ..... in such traffic to get there on time. 

A) fast enough  B) faster than  
C) too fast D) the fastest 

E) so fast that 

84- When I was young, I found school ....... I dropped out, but now I realise that it was a terrible 
mistake.  

A) as pointless as  B) the most pointless  
C) too pointless for             D) more pointless than  

E) so pointless that 

85- In spite of the many groups that have come and gone since their day, the Beatles remain ....... 
popular group of all time. 

A) enough  B) the most  
C) a more D) too 

E) so 

86- There are ....... 10 million people in Istanbul, and ...... more keep arriving every day. 

A) much more/each  B) the least/some  
C) at least/many            D) less than/much  

E) as many/several 
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87- Elephants show great affection for ........., and females spend ........lives as members of a 
family herd. 

A) others/its  B) themselves/them  
C) one another/their          D) the other/her  

E) another/herself 

88-  ....... wishing to take an early holiday should write a letter detailing the reasons and submit 
....... to head of the department. 

A) Somebody/itself  B) Everyone/its  
C) Nobody/them                 D) Anyone/it  

E) Someone/their 

89- In order to study in the United States, foreign students must show that they are able to 
communicate in ......... English at......... near native speaker level. 

A) —/a  B) the/some  
C) an/any D) some/— 

E) any/the 

90- ....... south coast of Turkey is beautiful, but in the summer it is expensive and full of .......... 
tourists. 

A) A/some  B) The/—  
C) Some/any                      D) —/the  

E) Any/many 

91- When people are bored with what ........ hear, .........minds frequently tune it out.  

A) them/theirs  B) others/its  
C) anything/they                D) another/itself  

E) they/their 

92- Did you have ....... trouble finding ....... place I told you about? 

A) some/any  B) a/some  
C) the/a D) any/the 

E) many/ — 

93- Generally speaking, I don’t think ....... candidates we interviewed today were as well 
qualified as ......... we interviewed yesterday. 

A) each/many  B) a/the other  
C) another/some               D) a few/a lot of  

E) the/the ones 

94- There are ....... countries in the world that have developed as quickly as Japan did after ....... 
Second World War. 

A) plenty of/a  B) few/the  
C) some/—  D) a little/any 

E) less/any 
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95- There is ....... in the fridge to drink, so we should buy ....... before the guests arrive. 

A) any more/some  B) nothing/something  
C) no/another                     D) something/any  

E) a lot/anything 

96- You may call me a pessimist, but I don't believe that the inflation rate will come down, and 
....... anyone I know. 

A) neither does  B) nor may  
C) so does D) other may 

E) so will 

97- The weather forecast is good, so let's go to the beach this weekend, ........? 

A) are we  B) don't we  
C) aren't we E) shall we 

D) do we 

98- A:   I'm afraid I won't be able to work late tonight. 
B:   .......  My daughter is ill, so I have to get home and look after her. 

A) I'm afraid so.  B) I am not either.  
C) Neither will I.  D) I suppose not. 

E) So will I. 

99- Although I left a message, he doesn't seem to have got it, ........? 

A) did I B) does he  
C) didn't he  D) doesn't it 

 E) did it 

100- I've made a lot of money on the stock market this year, invested wisely. 

A) but neither has the others 
B) and the others didn't either 
C) but someone else has 
D) and so has everyone else  
E) and my friends did too 
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